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NO MORE

I
From Watts to Brownsville, we fled misery,
But there won't be no more, won't be no more,
Rats, dirt, and kids who are hungry,
There won't be no more, won't be no more,
Cause we've seen, how to be free,
Of pigs on our streets, and poverty.

To this way of life, we're closing the door,
So there won't be no more, won't be no more.

II
There were times, we stood by, like we could not see,
But there won't be no more, can't be no more,
We'll get guns to defend our communities,
There won't be no more, can't be no more,
We'll control our destiny, no more murder,
of Our people, in their sleep,
To this way of life, we're closing the door,
So there won't be no more, won't be no more.

III
Wars, round the world, to keep folks from being free,
There won't be no more, Black people - can't be no more,
Sending us to fight, some false enemy,
There can't be no more, can't be no more,
Because now we understand, there'll be peace,
When racism, is killed in this land,
To this way of life, we're closing the door,
So there won't be no more, won't be no more.

FREE BOBBY NOW

I
He walked the streets and carried a gun,
To save his people, and family,
From those who've killed us for four hundred years,
We say, Bobby must be set free, Bobby must be set free.

II
They say that he killed a brother
But this we know, just cannot be
He's proven his love for his people,
That's why Bobby must be set free,
Bobby must be set free.

III
How many more brothers must die,
Before we all finally see
The oppressor has no rights we are bound to respect,
That's why Bobby must be set free, Bobby must be set free.

IV
We won't sacrifice our Chairman
'These his life means our destiny
If we must we'll hold back the night
Bobby Must Be Set Free, we said;
BOBBY MUST BE SET FREE

MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL CALHOUN

"ONLY WITH THIS GUN WERE THE BLACK Masses denied this victory, but they LEARNED FROM MALCOLM THAT WITH THE GUN, THEY CAN RECAPTURE THEIR DREAMS AND BRING THEM INTO REALITY."
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